Loader

BUILD & DEPLOY
WITH EASE
If you need a provisioning solution that provides a rapid
build and seamless deployment of one to thousands of
mobile devices, all pre-loaded with your Standard Operating
Environment (SOE), look no further than Leopard Loader.
Leopard Loader allows a business’s SOE for any brand of
mobile computer to be imaged. Loading the SOE onto a
PDT eliminates errors caused by manual systems as the
solution automatically images with the SOE.
The solution delivers an immediate return on investment in
terms of significantly reduced loading time, and therefore
substantial cost savings, for 100 per cent of client
implementations.
Loader offers consistent reproduction of the SOE loading
process, ensuring it is the same from the first to the last
day of implementation.
If a productive and effective workforce is your goal then
investing in this solution should be your priority as Leopard
Loader is enterprise productivity unleashed.

Enjoy a rapid build and seamless
mobile device deployment courtesy
of Leopard’s leading enterprise
provisioning solution.
KEY FEATURES & BUSINESS BENEFITS

1

Enables swift, accurate, large scale mobile device
deployment using an error-free process.
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Preloads your SOE, eliminating delays and
mistakes caused by manual loads.
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Able to force a device to completely reinstall all its
software and return to the latest software revisions
if files on device have changed.
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Standard operating environment for any
brand of mobile computer can be imaged.
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Can be configured to perform a device health
check at reboot.
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Ensures all devices conform to and do not deviate
from business standards.

7

Applies the original settings if a device’s registry
does not match.

8

Tangible ROI of reduced loading time and cost
savings for 100 per cent of implementations.

Mass staging

Full configuration

Health check option

WITH LOADER
YOU CAN…
• Load one to thousands of mobile
devices with an identical SOE
• Load a software install set,
instructions and configuration
information
• Provision each device using the
documented set-up procedure
• Check the health of a device at
reboot, ensuring same configuration
as when SOE was rolled out.

WITH LOADER
YOU GET…
• Completely automated technology
that eliminates human errors and
inconsistencies
• An automated solution that speeds
up the provisioning process and
decreases the costs involved
• An SOE, which includes all
application software, operating
system patches and configuration
parameters
• Repaired devices, ready for use in
consistent operation in the field.

WITH LOADER
YOU PROVIDE…
• Internal processes that ensure
your enterprise’s configuration is
documented and locked away so
that future rollouts will be set-up
correctly
• Employees with fully configured
devices, ready for reliable operation
• Employees with a mobile fleet on one
SOE system version and service
pack, eliminating a common cause of
inconsistent operation across a fleet.
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ABOUT LEOPARD SYSTEMS
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Suite 1, 322 St Kilda Rd, St Kilda VIC 3182

Established in 1990, Leopard
Systems is a leading enterprise
mobility solution provider renowned
for creating innovative, strategic
solutions designed to increase
productivity and competitive edge.
Well regarded within Transport and
Logistics, Field Service, Retail and
Supply Chain, Leopard Systems
leads the way with its signature suite
of enterprise grade solutions
designed to streamline operations,
increase efficiencies, reduce input
error, improve staff productivity and,
of course, increase the bottom line.

Sydney
Level 1, Unit 7, 11 Lord St, Botany NSW 2019
1300 LEOPARD (1300 536 727)
T: +61 3 9534 2022 F: +61 3 9534 1522
info@leopardsystems.com.au

www.leopardsystems.com.au

Leopard Systems promotes a fully
holistic, consultative approach to
enterprise mobility. By partnering with
Leopard you benefit from entrusting
one partner from order to operation,
with seamless implementation,
personalised support and
outstanding service from our industry
trained personnel. In today’s
competitive environment, where the
focus is on improved workforce
efficiencies, service KPIs and
increased profit, the demand for
enterprise mobility has never been
stronger.
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CAPABILITIES & BENEFITS

